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Abstract: The successful development, deployment and utilization of CaseBased Reasoning Systems in commercial environments require the
development team to focus on aspects that go beyond the core CBR engine
itself. Characteristics of the Users, the Organization and the Domain have
considerable impact on the design decisions during implementation and on the
success of the project after deployment. If the system is not technically and
organizationally integrated with the operating environment, it will eventually
fail. In this chapter, we describe our experiences and the steps we found useful
while implementing CBR applications for commercial use. We learned these
lessons the hard way. Our goal is to document our experience and help
practitioners develop their own approach and avoid making the same mistakes.

1

Introduction

The development of knowledge management applications for business
environments requires balancing the needs of various parties within the client‟s
organization. While end users desire to have a system that operates effectively and
efficiently without changing their existing workflow, the business unit may be
interested in reducing costs, optimizing processes, capturing data, and endorsing
corporate policies. The IT department of the client will be interested in applications
that fit into their standard deployment environment and will certainly not appreciate
the need for an application that learns, modifies its knowledge components, and
changes its behavior without anybody changing the actual code of the system.
Balancing these requirements without endangering the long term success of an
application can become challenging.
The design decisions made during the development of Case-Based Knowledge
Management systems impact the long term success of these applications drastically.
The application has to be designed in such a way that it delivers useful solutions to
end users, accommodates the needs of users with different levels of knowledge and
responsibility, operates within the existing knowledge creation and revision workflow
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of the company, makes use of existing knowledge sources and the organization
around them, supports authoring in a light-weight manner, facilitates long term
growth by means of reporting facilities and maintenance operations, is easy to deploy
and operate in a corporate environment, allows the business unit to make changes to
application settings with immediate effect, can be deployed in a short timeframe, is
based on industry standards, requires no customizations and is cheap. While this list
of desired characteristics is only partial, it shows that some of the requirements can be
rather contradictory and require optimization.
This chapter is based on the INRECA methodology [BeAl03] and the personal
experience the authors gained while developing and deploying several medium and
large scale Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) projects during their tenure at Kaidara
Software1 and other organizations. It aims to describe the tasks and the sequence that
we found useful during the
specification, implementation
and deployment of real-world
CBR systems. We hope that it
User
serves as a basis on which
other practitioners can develop
their own approach.
Most of the applications
described in this chapter have
CBR
been in operation for more
Application
than five years and went
through several revisions.
Organization
Domain
Regrettably, we cannot include
more information than we
disclose here – a side effect of
being in industry. Some more
information on the applications
can be found on Kaidara‟s
Figure 1: Environment of a CBR
website at www.kaidara.com.
application
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Defining and Designing a CBR System

As with any knowledge management application, Case-Based Reasoning
applications are defined by the environment they will operate in. The users, the
organization in which the system will run and the application domain for which the
system provides solutions have drastic impact on the manner in which the application
needs to be designed.
1
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Ignoring one of these aspects will cause the application to join the hundreds of other
knowledge management applications that have died a slow death.
2.1

User Types

In general, the following user types need to be taken into consideration while
designing the application:
 End Users are the internal or external clients that the business unit is targeting with
the application. They utilize the system to search for content.
 Authors use the application to create and review content.
 Subject Matter Experts are acknowledged authorities in the domain of the
application. They can specify, review and approve content, vocabulary,
relationships and similarity settings by using the application.
 Knowledge Engineers specify and update system settings (similarity, domain
model etc.) and maintain the knowledge in the application. They implement the
settings suggested by subject matter experts and adapt the behavior of the CBR
application accordingly. A knowledge engineer does not need to have experience
in the application domain itself but should be familiar with the system and the tools
required to maintain the knowledge containers2 [Ri95].
 System Administrators manage the application in the IT environment. They enable
the CBR application to execute in the server environment of the client and to
communicate with other relevant IT systems (CRM applications, database etc.).
While not every environment will need to have all of these roles filled with dedicated
personnel and the tasks of these user types will vary between implementations, the
needs associated with each one of these roles will put specific demands on the
application and will have to be supported. Failure to consider any one of the roles will
reduce the chances of the system to be successful.
2.2

Application Domain

Every client is certain that their domain is complex and cannot easily be
represented in a knowledge management application. While it is true that each
application domain is different, our experience is that the level of complexity for
applications belonging to the same class is generally comparable. The effort involved
in representing knowledge and implementing a useful application is influenced by the
following factors:
 Application type: The application type influences the design of the knowledge
containers as well as the user interaction required. Common application types
include diagnosis & troubleshooting, e-commerce, design, legal, medical etc.
 Available data sources: The quality, quantity and accessibility of information to
populate the case-base are critical for the design of the application. The manner in
2

The knowledge containers of a case-based reasoning system are the vocabulary, the similarity
computation, the adaptation knowledge and the cases themselves [Ri95].
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which the information is provided can range from structured databases to textual
records to web-pages to human experts.
 Operating environment: The environment, both with respect to IT hardware and
software (e.g. embedded application, standalone, web based) as well as the
organization in which the system will operate (e.g. technician use, call center, selfhelp, product search) create requirements that range from memory size to user
interface specifications. Applications may also operate in multiple modes (e.g.
standalone and connected) and will require the implementation of synchronization
operations.
 User types: The level of experience and goals of the user that will interact with the
system defines the manner in which the information needs to be represented and
how the interaction modalities with the system have to be designed.
 Impact of inaccurate responses: Depending on the application domain, the
impact of inaccurate responses (false positives or false negatives) will vary from
being a minor nuisance to life threatening. While a wrong choice in a restaurant
search application will not have a major impact on the user and the company
operating the system, a wrong repair suggestion for a medical device might have
bigger human and legal ramifications. The application and the workflows to use,
create and maintain knowledge have to be designed accordingly.
2.3

Organizational Aspects

A knowledge management application has to be designed to fit into the
organization of a client and support the employees in doing their daily work or endusers in the task they are trying to execute. An application that requires the client, its
employees and the end users to restructure the way they work is typically more
difficult to implement than an application that support employees and users in their
normal routines and provides clients with a path for improving their organization.
Aspects to consider include
 Workflow: How information is passed between users in the organization. This
includes existing knowledge creation, review and maintenance workflows as well
as the corporate culture.
 Authorization and Authentication: Who is able to see and do what with which
information. The user group may contain company internal users from various
departments and management levels as well as external clients.
 IT Environment: The HW, OS, database, Web/Application Server, Corporate IT
policies, Staging and Publishing specifications, approach to SaaS models etc. will
impact the design of the application and need to be considered as early in the
design process as possible.
 Logging, Feedback options and Reporting: Each user interaction with the
system might be recorded (for quality assurance purposes) on a highly detailed
level and analyzed later. The level at which the interactions are being logged is
application specific and depends on the application domain and planned
maintenance operations. Feedback enables the users to voice their opinions
regarding the system in general, specific interaction modalities or individual
solutions. Based on logs and the feedback provided by users, various reports can be
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implemented and used to maintain the system and analyze its impact on the
organization. Issues that need to be considered range from privacy concerns to the
development of a representation (vocabulary) that supports the creation of the
reports that are required by the client.

3

CBR System Development Steps

The development of a Case-Based knowledge management application differs
from the development of standard software applications. Rather than being of pure
transactional nature, knowledge management applications adapt their behavior
according to the information that users enter and update. The role of a knowledge
engineer who is able to modify the system‟s behavior without coding is unusual and
typically frowned upon by IT organizations.
In general, the following steps have to be performed during the development of a
system (Figure 2):
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Initial Application Area and Project Team Selection, Kick-Off
Project Team Training
Requirements Specification
Data Analysis and Vocabulary Definition for Initial Application
Area, Initial Knowledge Acquisition
System Design
System Implementation
Standalone System Test and Revision
Data Analysis and Vocabulary Definition for Remaining
Application Areas
Continuous Knowledge Acquisition and Revision
System Integration
Test and Revision of Integrated System
Deployment and Go-Live.

In this section, we will briefly go over the steps involved in the development of CaseBased knowledge management applications and highlight the areas that differ from
“normal” software development. We will not go into the implementation and testing
tasks due to their relatively conventional nature (independent of the software
development methodology one chooses to follow). The continuous vocabulary
definition and knowledge acquisition tasks will be covered in the initial Data Analysis
and Vocabulary Definition task.
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Initial Application Area
and Project Team Selection
Kick-Off

Project Team Training

External
Data

Requirements Specification

Initial Knowledge Acquisition

Data Analysis and Vocabulary
Definition for Initial Application
Area

System Design
Data Analysis and
Vocabulary Definition for
Remaining Application Areas
Standalone System
Implementation
Continuous Vocabulary
Refinement and Knowledge
Acquisition
Standalone System Test and
Revision

Integrated System
Implementation

Integrated System Test and
Revision

Sign-Off and Go-Live

Figure 2: Observed development Steps for a Case-Based Knowledge Management
Application
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Initial Application Area and Project Team Selection, Project Kick-Off

Once the project is approved, the business stakeholder will select the
application area that is most important and should be addressed first in the course of
the project. This application area should be selected amongst the most important
(highest call volume, highest number of requests, highest visibility) and be
representative for other knowledge areas in the domain. Rather than selecting
independent sub-domains, it is advisable to select problem areas between which
solutions could be reused. For diagnosis applications, we found it beneficial to select
and model one problem type across multiple products rather than to represent several
problem types for one product. This has the benefit of enabling the development team
to quickly demonstrate how knowledge from one product can be used to help
diagnose other products.
The project team for the application is selected according to the initial application
area. It should contain representatives of the business side, the knowledge area
(subject matter experts) as well as the IT department of the customer. Having more
than one subject matter expert (SMEs) that has to work in the domain on a day-to-day
basis on the project team is advisable. It will encourage discussions during knowledge
acquisition sessions and ensure that the application is based on a broader consensus
and does not only represent one expert‟s opinion.
After the initial application area and project team has been selected, a kick-off
meeting should be held. In this meeting, the parties are introduced and the business
stakeholder states his goals for the application. Since not all of the parties involved in
the kick-off will take part in the later training and the project, it is advisable to give an
introduction to the basics of Case-Based Reasoning. This will ensure that the team has
a basic common vocabulary in future discussions.
3.2

Project Team Training

Even if there is some previous familiarity with knowledge management topics, it
is important for the entire project team to be trained and introduced to Case-Based
Reasoning and the approach to developing applications. Depending on the
participants, the training should cover aspects such as general Case-Based Reasoning,
vocabulary definition, similarity computation, approaches to guided search and free
text processing or feature extraction, server configuration and potentially application
development based on an API.
 Knowledge Engineers: Should be trained on CBR in general, knowledge
representation and its effects on retrieval quality and maintainability, similarity
settings, domain modeling, and on how to maintain an application
 Authors and Subject Matter Experts: Should be trained on CBR in general,
authoring and reviewing cases, representation and its effects on retrieval quality
and authoring effort.
 End Users: For simple and well designed applications, no training should be
needed. If the application is complex and impacts and changes the day-to-day work
of the users simple training or help files are recommended.
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 System Administrators: Should be trained on how the application is deployed,
how application and knowledge updates are performed, staged and published.
3.3

Requirements Specification

During Requirements Specification, business analysts, project engineers and
knowledge engineers work with the client to elicit the requirements for the project,
arrive at a common understanding regarding the goals, and document them. The
requirements specification is the basis for the development of the entire application
and is used to generate criteria for acceptance tests at the end of the project.
Aspects that are covered in the requirement specification include:
 Problem Description: Goals of the system, intended audience, project charter as
defined by the business owner
 Project Organization: Roles, responsibilities and contact information of personnel
involved in the project
 Core Functional Requirements: A detailed, step by step description of what the
application is going to do
 Data Analysis and vocabulary definition requirements: Available data, data sources
and required transformations, data transfer needed from other applications
 User types, roles and responsibilities: A description of various user types that are
going to work with the application and what they will be able to do
 Workflows for Case or Content creation, approval, utilization and maintenance: A
description of the workflows in the application
 User interface requirements: A description of the user interface requirements (as
dictated by the customers IT department) and how they will impact the layout of
the application.
 Logging, feedback and reporting requirements: Requirements for logging, user
feedback and reports that will be generated using this data.
 Software environment and integration: The software environment in which the
application is going to run (J2EE and versions, .NET and versions, application
servers, database environment, operating systems, supported browser types etc.) as
well as the applications that exchange data with the system need to be specified. If
the application is a web application, the architecture of the client‟s server
environment needs to be analyzed (how many layers, security requirements
between layers, database organization etc.)
 System administration requirements: Specification of the requirements related to
operating the system within the IT environment of a customer. Requirements
related to user management, backup and restore strategies, options for rollback,
versioning of application and content, staging and publishing processes, load
balancing, failover and session persistence, server startup etc. need to be clarified.
 Documentation requirements: The required documentation (specifications, design
documents as well as manuals) and their formats.
 Training Requirements: Who will be trained when and on which topics.
 Support Options and Requirements: How much support is going to be provided and
to whom (Support Level Agreements – SLAs).
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 Communication and scope change process: How are changes in the specification
requested, approved and communicated.
 Target dates and project plan: What are the target dates and when will the system
be operational.
3.4

Data Analysis and Vocabulary Definition

During Data Analysis and Vocabulary Definition, business analysts, knowledge
engineers and domain experts work together to define the core representation that will
be used in the system for storing and retrieving cases. Details of this task depend on
the type of CBR system that is being implemented (structural, conversational, textual
[c.f. BeAl03, Be02]). However, in general, the following tasks need to be performed:
 Analyze existing data and information sources,
 Clean existing data (noisy data, structure variants)
 Define initial vocabulary (domain model for structural CBR systems) as well as
application settings (similarity etc.), define representation, specify synonyms
 Analyze initial case creation, revision, utilization and maintenance workflows as
well as reporting requirements to enhance vocabulary as needed
 Determine data extraction methods for data conversion, extract initial set of cases
and revise rules if needed
 Perform initial knowledge acquisition to optimize the vocabulary and test
similarity settings, create seed case-base / import product data.
3.5

Selection and Impact of Representation

Selecting the representation method and vocabulary for a CBR system is one
of the most important development steps and influences the speed of deployment, the
long term maintainability, user interaction styles and the maximum granularity that is
available to represent information in the domain. In general, cases can be represented
in three different styles: textual, conversational, and structural [BeAl03, Be02].
In the textual CBR approach, cases are represented in free-text form and similarity
computation is based on statistical and information retrieval techniques. The
vocabulary that needs to be defined in these systems may be as limited as a set of
synonyms.
Conversational CBR systems represent cases as lists of questions and answers. The
number and sequence of questions can differ between cases and questions do not
necessarily have to be reused. During vocabulary creation, questions and lists of
possible answers are created and, if the development environment permits is,
organized into groups [Gu01, GuAhSa02, GuAh03].
In the structural CBR approach, the developer of the vocabulary decides ahead of
time what features (attributes and associated values) will be relevant when describing
cases and may refine the model during the case acquisition phase (especially if the
cases are acquired from existing text, see section 3.6) In general,the representation
defines the maximum complexity that can be stored in cases. This structured,
potentially object-oriented set of features is known as the domain model.
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While cases in textual and
structural CBR systems are
Constantly
independent of each other,
cases in conversational CBR
No Start
Transient
systems may be linked by
means of the question and
answer clusters they share.
Once in a while
The representation in these
systems is akin to a decision
ATTRIBUTE:
Constantly
Problem
tree and shares some of its
Stalling
Description
characteristics.
The
Once in a while
suitability
of
each
representation type depends
Occasionally
on the complexity of the
Power
application domain, the
Fluctuation
In the mornings
number of cases that will be
represented in the system as
well as the level of expertise
Figure 3: Representation of a problem type using of the users. Searching and
a single taxonomic attribute
maintaining a textual CBR
system may be acceptable for
a small number of documents. However, with increasing number of cases, a textual
CBR system will not be able to perform better than a free text search engine. A pure
conversational system will deliver good results for domains with limited
representational complexity and a small number of cases. Since the effort required to
add and remove cases from the case-base grows exponentially with the number of
questions that are used in the representation, the suitability of this approach to
complex problems is limited. Structural CBR systems require an up-front effort to
create the vocabulary and are therefore not suitable for open ended search tasks on
topics that cannot be anticipated. Once a suitable vocabulary is defined, new cases can
easily be added and removed by selecting values for attributes. The effort is
independent of the number of cases already in the case-base and grows linear with the
domain complexity. Pure structural CBR requires a relatively stable domain model
and that cases have a comparable structure.
Real world applications typically require a mixture of representations. Large
organizations will have textual documents they want to reuse, the number of cases
will be high and the representation of the cases may be extremely detailed and change
frequently. Applications need to be able to incorporate textual cases into their casebase and also allow extending the representation of each case in a flexible manner.
The definition and structure of the vocabulary impact the remaining knowledge
containers and enable the system designer to balance the complexities of each. Figure
3 depicts an attribute describing a problem one might experience with an automobile.
While this representation is easy to navigate and enables the definition of a single
similarity metric, it is obviously difficult to extend and maintain in a consistent
manner.
The same information can also be represented by creating two attributes (Figure 4)
and encoding the knowledge in the cases by combining values from each. This
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representation is easier to maintain and extend, however it requires a similarity
function that uses two attributes rather than one.
Constantly
No Start
ATTRIBUTE:
Problem
Description

Stalling

Power
Fluctuation

Transient
ATTRIBUTE:
Frequency

Once in a
while
Occasionally
In the
mornings

Figure 4: Representation of a car problem with two attributes
3.6

Initial Knowledge Acquisition

The type of knowledge acquisition effort in a CBR system depends on the
level of structure of its underlying representation and on the nature of the available
knowledge sources. For example, textual CBR systems might require the addition of a
general layer of meta-knowledge such as: title or problem description to add some
structure to free-text cases. More structured CBR systems based on a body of
controlled vocabulary, provide fine grain similarity retrieval along with the power or
classical structured data analysis but were traditionally geared toward structured cases
imported from databases or acquired by subject matter experts directly in the right
form. However, nowadays the need to reuse existing data in various forms, tends to
blur the distinction between textual and structured CBR. No matter which
representation is chosen, for an application to be successful, it has to be initially
launched with sufficient content so that users can find what they are looking for most
of the time and do not get frustrated. This requires the ability to import existing
content stored in a different representation and make it available through the search
facilities of the case-based system.
If the available information contains some structure, automated tools to transform the
information can be used. However, companies produce volumes of textual data in
free-text documents, notes in database tables or in spreadsheets. Extracting useful
information from this unstructured data is a challenge in spite of a number of tools
that have appeared in the marketplace to assist or automate this process. One problem
is that free text is notorious for its inconsistent vocabulary. As an example, a problem
description for an LCD projector may refer to a "yellow spot at the center of the
screen," "a yellowish circle on the screen" or a "brown splotch right in the middle of
the image" all of which may describe the same problem. In addition, information
trapped in notes is usually riddled with abbreviations and spelling errors which adds
to the difficulty. These discrepancies make it difficult to accurately retrieve answers
to specific problems.
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3.6.1 Case Acquisition from Text
Traditionally, full-text search systems have been the preferred tools for
exploiting unstructured knowledge. These tools index large collections of text
automatically and retrieve information by matching user requests with words from the
text. Most full-text search tools now process natural language queries and accept
synonyms, but they are more adequate for accessing large volumes of text on random
subjects, such as on the Web, than suited to provide accurate answers to specific
questions. In addition, where most intelligent human agents interact with users to
clarify queries, full-text search systems just produce results, good or bad, in response
to the original request.
Along with traditional search, a range of text mining tools and techniques aim at
analyzing text collections in order to organize them in ways that provide insight in
their content. For example, text clustering automatically groups documents by
similarity and produces document clusters sometimes described by the words that best
represent them. The clusters, however, depend entirely on word frequencies within a
collection and do not take into account any explicit criteria or human input thus
providing no guarantees on the way a text collection will be partitioned.
Another class of text mining tools that operate without human supervision is based on
concept discovery. These tools analyze text collections to extract sequences of words
that are repeated and identified based on lexical and statistical criteria. Concept
discovery tools can also look for proximity relations among concepts, such as groups
of words that often occur together in a paragraph or a sentence. This technology has
been mostly used in data visualization to let users browse and access information and
has had limited applications, partly because of its focus on open exploration rather
than on addressing specific information concerns. These tools may uncover
interesting vocabulary and relations, but they cannot be directly used to draw robust
conclusions on relationships and trends in the data. The fact that the phrase "yellow
spot" occurs significantly more often in text referring to product P1 than to product P2
does not necessarily mean that there are more problems with spots on screens for P1.
In fact it could just be that the technician who logged the information for P1
tends to use this phrase whereas another might use "brown splotch" and "yellowish
circles" when discussing P2. In other words, there is no guarantee that trends in raw
text reflect anything else than vocabulary preferences.
Automated text mining techniques that operate directly on raw text can give some
idea of what a collection is about, but they do not provide accurate retrieval or robust
analytical power. This type of activity is still the kingdom of information systems that
are based on structured data and on controlled vocabularies where one concept is
represented by one symbol rather than on random words with syntactic variations and
synonyms. For this reason an effective way to exploit unstructured data for
applications that require precise answers to questions is to map textual information to
a data model or vocabulary identified by humans. This model mapping technique is
particularly adapted to systems that are already based on a structured domain model.
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3.6.2 Model-directed Text Mapping
In model-driven text mapping, input text is first matched to predefined phrases
organized in a data model before being accessed and analyzed. This process occurs in
three phases: the first phase is the data analysis and vocabulary definition step. The
second phase is the definition of the mapping methods and the addition of synonyms
to bridge the gap between the text and the model. The third step is the text-processing
phase where unstructured documents are associated with attributes and values from
the data model. When this process occurs in batch where several thousand records are
processed at once, mechanisms to efficiently detect and validate "hard cases" are
essential and might constitute a fourth step.
The data model or vocabulary specifies what type of information is expected as input.
For example, a model of mechanical problems experienced by car drivers might
contain a hierarchy of problem types for a class of vehicles along with values that
refer to environmental conditions (rough road, uphill, etc.), frequencies of occurrence,
etc. A data model usually contains values and relationships that may be associated to
attributes. For example, Figure 5 shows part of a data model for troubleshooting
projectors.
To bridge the gap between text and the vocabulary in the model, a text-mapping
engine usually needs two main components: synonyms and mapping procedures.
Some synonyms can be found in general thesauruses, but each domain has its own
vocabulary. Spot and circle are synonyms in projector troubleshooting, but not in
everyday language.
While synonyms must often be provided for each application area or industry, many
syntactic differences between a text and a model can be bridged by loosening
comparison criteria for text strings. In particular, heuristic matching methods can
specify what syntactic variations should be tolerated for what types of entities.
People, for example, can be matched primarily on last names, first and middle name
initials so the associated matching procedure will recognize: John Doe, Doe J. and J.
Doe as possibly the same person. Likewise, a matching procedure may specify if
partial value matches should be tolerated: can marine blue in the model match blue in
the query even if the word marine is absent? Can "marine blue" match "marine deep
blue"? Are the orders in the phrases significant?
Mapping procedures can also specify the level of tolerance of the comparison to
misspellings in the input. Again this level usually depends on the type of data being
recognized. For example, error codes or product lines tend to be precise. Chances are
that E8456 is different from E8457 whereas the value "intermittently" and
"intermittently" are the same even though these two strings also differ by only one
character.
In general, there are many possible ways to match text to a controlled vocabulary in a
model, ranging from broad categorization techniques [CoLe96] to heuristic matching
[HuBa97, Rau91]. The key to text mapping is the flexibility to associate different
matching methods to different parts of a data model, so as to reflect the differences
inherent to each type of data.
Finally a data model that contain relationships facilitates the text analysis itself
because each time a value from the data model is recognized in the input, the
selection narrows the set of remaining values to be mapped. Realizing that a customer
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problem is with tires automatically rules out problems with gearboxes and engines for
the rest of the text mapping process (Figure 5). In the same way, if the model is
"Honda Accord" then the body style cannot be Minivan.

Figure 5: Domain Model to be leveraged for feature extraction
( Text2Data ©Kaidara Software)
When text mapping is performed in bulk rather than interactively as an ongoing task,
the data-mapping engine must provide ways to validate the results. Some text
mapping engines associate a flag to "risky matches" to indicate that this result should
be checked. Targeted risk assessment dramatically cuts the number of records that
have to be validated. It is not possible to get 100 percent accuracy automatically when
interpreting free-text, but the ability of a text mapping system to "get outside help" by
flagging dubious results is the next best thing. Figure 6 below shows a modelmapping interface where data administrators can get feedback on the success of a
given text mapping strategy on a sample of text records. Each line represents a text
record. The second column shows the value assigned to a given attribute next to the
initial portion of free text (right column) that is mapped to this value. For example,
the highlighted row shows how portion of the original text “.. powers on then powers
off” is mapped to the attribute value “projector starts then stops”.
Model-driven text mapping is not a technique that applies to open-ended information
retrieval systems. It shines in narrowly focused domains where it can be combined
with retrieval systems based on structured data to enhance accuracy, user interaction,
and data analysis, and where human interpretation can assist with modeling. Text
interpretation driven by a domain model becomes easier once the model has been
created and does not require a full linguistic parsing of sentences to identify key
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content and probable meaning in a user query. In this context, automated text mining
and concept discovery tools may play an important role in support of data modeling
and text mapping as organizations continue to accumulate unstructured data.

Figure 6: Domain model guided feature extraction
( Text2Data ©Kaidara Software)
3.6.3 Knowledge Acquisition from Experts
For application areas where prior experience exists only in expert‟s heads, subject
matter experts can be interviewed to create the cases and vocabulary. The form shown
in Figure 7 was used for knowledge acquisition for the HOMER project [GöRB99].
During knowledge acquisition, it is important to ask subject matter experts to stay
focused on individual events such as a specific problem they fixed, a specific contract
they sold etc. This can be achieved by first asking the experts what the specific
problem they resolved was, then asking for the actual cause of the problem (or most
important characteristic for selecting the specific solution), and afterwards for the
actual solution. Once the specific case has been identified, information regarding the
problem solving process can be acquired by asking the expert which characteristics of
the situation prompted him/her to select the given solution. These are the features that
the subject matter expert needs to check before deciding which solution is most
appropriate for the given scenario and form the basis for the application vocabulary.
After an initial case has been entered, the developers should ask the expert for
alternatives, e.g. what would have happened if the printer had been another model,
and thereby expand the coverage of individual solutions or add terms to the
vocabulary of the system and cases to the case-base.
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Problem Nr : 816
Author: S. Itani

Homer Case Acquisition
Date: 26.04.99
Verified by: J. Fleisch

Problem Description (Failure)
Reason (Fault)
Solution

Printer does print pages full of gibberish
File is Postscript, Printer does not
understand PS
Send File to Postscript Printer, delete file
from queue

What did you check to find out what the problem was ?
Printer Model
File Type

HP LJ 6L
Postscript

Other Notes:

The reverse of this problem did also
happen, somebody sent a PCL file to a pure
PS printer

Figure 7: Case acquisition form for areas where human experts are available
For application areas where no previous experience exists (e.g. a brand new design),
analytical cases can be created by using an approach similar to Failure Mode and
Effects Analysis (FMEA) [DIN25448]. A sample form for case entry is given in
Figure 8.

Case Nr : 978
Author: M. Göker
Analytical Case Description
System Module:
Module Function:
Failure Mode:
Observed Behavior:
Fault:
Diagnostic Steps:
….
Solution:

Case Acquisition
Date: 03/07/2001
Verified by: D.Choisel

Drum
Particle Transfer
Particles do not stick to drum
Patchy Print-Out
Worn out Drum
Change Toner Cartridge and verify failure
persists
….
Replace Drum

Figure 8: FMEA based creation of analytic cases
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System Design

During this task, the application is designed in accordance with the requirements
specification. A reasonable development philosophy for knowledge management
applications is that the tools should adapt to the user rather than the users having to
change the way they work to facilitate the application. The application needs to
become an extension of the users, a tool that enables them to work much more
efficient and effectively. This applies to end-users of the applications as well as
knowledge engineers, administrators and IT personnel.
The following steps have to be performed:
 Functional design (what the application is going to deliver)
 User Interaction and workflow design
o Query formulation
o Result display
o Authoring and Review workflow
o Application workflow and detailed user rights design
o Reporting design
 Integration design
 GUI Design according to corporate standards
 Staging and publishing design
 IT architecture design
 Design of application test scenarios
In the following sections, we will again only cover aspects of the design process that
have major differences with routine IT system design, i.e. we will only cover
Functional, user Interaction, Reporting and Integration Design.

Figure 9: Free Text Query Entry
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3.7.1 User Interaction and Workflow Design
Query formulation

In general, CBR applications provide three different modes of user interaction and
will switch between and mix these interaction modalities depending on the
information required to diagnose the current problem: Free Text Interaction, Guided
Search (conversational interaction) and parametric search.
 Free Text Interaction: This allows the end users to formulate their problems using
free text. The system will parse their input according to the knowledge it has about
the domain (vocabulary, domain model, synonyms, abbreviations, extraction rules)
and extract features that can be used as a basis of a query (Figure 9). If there are
ambiguities with respect to a value for an attribute (which value is meant or which
attribute the value belongs to), the system will clarify by prompting the user
(Figure 10). Before submitting the final query, the system will also give the option
to review what it has understood.

Figure 10: Clarification Questions


Guided Search: Guided search (or conversational interaction) will prompt the
users for information and guide them towards a solution in the most efficient
manner (Figure 11). The question order is dynamically generated based on the
content in the case-base and the answers the user has provided so far. Users are
able to skip questions (e.g. for expensive or time consuming tests or irrelevant
questions) and the system will dynamically re-compute the next most important
question to arrive at a solution as efficiently as possible. Users do not perceive
much difference between the clarification questions and guided questions.
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Parametric Search: Rather than being guided or using natural language, experts
may prefer to enter their query directly, down to the minute details, by using
structured forms (Figure 12). Information is entered in structured forms using
radio-buttons, drop-down boxed etc. (expert search). The values for attributes can
be entered in any order the user desires and the problem can be described as
specific as the user wants to. While this mode may overwhelm and confuse the
inexperienced user, experts are able to specify their request in a very detailed
manner, potentially even adding individual weights to specific attributes. This
weight is on top of the weighting factors that can be set by the system
administrator.
Users can start with one mode of interaction (e.g. free text) and if the system
determines that the information the user has provided so far is insufficient to provide
a small enough set of good solutions, it will switch to guided mode and prompt the
user for more information Figure 13 shows a simple (and incomplete) interaction
diagram of such a system. The system also needs the ability to pull information from
other software (e.g. databases or CRM systems) and use this to complete and
enhance the query.

Figure 11: Guided Search
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Figure 12: Parametric Search Interface

Feature Extraction

Display / Browser

Constraint Sequencer

Retrieval Engine

Enter question in free text

Provide Clarification

Verify Refined Query
Confirm Query

{Until all
features clarified}

Ask for clarifying detail

Raw Query
Query
Result Set

Provide Constraint

Provide Results

Figure 13: Sample interaction diagram

{Until small set
of highly similar
cases remains}

Ask for additional constraint
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3.7.2 Result Display
After the query has been specified and the system has retrieved potential solutions to
the user‟s query, the system has to present them. The presentation modality has to be
selected according to the content that is presented and the operating environment of
the application. As for any knowledge management application, it is important for a
CBR application to explain the reasoning it uses to make its selections. One way of
achieving this it to present the results in two steps: a comparison table (e.g. Figure 14)
and a detail display (e.g. Figure 15).

Figure 14: Comparison table for a PC search application
The comparison table includes the parameters that the user asked for and contrasts
these with parameters of potential solutions. It highlights the differences and
matching parameters and gives an overall similarity measure.
A well designed, domain specific comparison table enables end users to follow the
reasoning of the system. Increases their trust and allows them to see and choose
between possible alternative solutions.
After the user has selected a specific solution, the details can be displayed in a detail
display. The end user is also able to leave feedback regarding the individual case on
the case detail page (Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Solution Details Page with Feedback Option
3.7.3 Management of “Out of Scope” questions
One of the typically neglected aspects in the development in the development of
knowledge management applications is the question of how to handle questions that
are outside of the scope of the application. While asking a diagnosis application for a
restaurant recommendation may have some entertainment value if done on purpose, in
mission critical environments, giving misleading answers to questions that the system
has no knowledge about and is not designed to operate in can pose dangers. The
system needs to know what it does not know and only provide answers when it is
highly confident that the question it answers is within its area of expertise. Questions
that the system does not feel confident enough to answer can be escalated to experts
(Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Escalation of Out of Scope questions

3.7.4 Authoring and Review Workflow
While every organization has different requirements, it seems to be good practice to
enable authors to create new or modify existing cases buy using the same application
that end users use to search for solutions. To avoid creating duplicate cases, authors
should use the application to search for cases first. The similarity thresholds and
number of cases that the application will return have to be specified in the design
process.
Once the authors have performed an initial search, they will have the ability to
create a new case from the results table and to edit or delete a case from the case
details display (Figure 17).
Especially in corporate environments, the authoring of new solutions is not a trivial
task and may require the involvement and approval of various departments ranging
from marketing to legal. Typically, the query of an end user is escalated to a help desk
operator or agent if the end user is not satisfied with the system‟s response. The agent
can create an initial version of a case and, if appropriate, send it back to the end user
as a stop-gap measure. The initial solution will need to be reviewed in terms of
technical correctness by a subject matter expert. Depending on the organization and
application, once the subject matter expert has approved the solution, it may need to
go through an approval by additional instances before being released to the general
public (see Figure 18).
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Figure 17: Creation of a new case from the results table

Resolved User Query

New Problem

End User
Released Cases

Escalated User Query

Draft Reply to User

Additional
Reviewer(s)

Agent
Returned for
Revision

Returned for
Revision

Technically Approved
Case

Draft Case

Subject Matter
Expert

Figure 18: Sample workflow for case creation
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One approach to generate the company specific version of the workflow shown in
Figure 18 is to analyze the available information and its flow for different user types.
At any time while using the system, the user will be able to work on a new task (query
the system, review a case etc.), have a repository available (a view of the case-base),
can accept or forward a case (accept solution, initiate next process step) or return
(reject) a case (Figure 19).
Accepted or
forwarded Case

New Case

User
Returned
Case

Case Repository

Figure 19: Information flow analysis for a generic user
Based on the generic information flow shown in Figure 19 the access rights and
responsibilities for some typical user types are as follows:
End User
New Task
(editable)



New query

Author



Case
Repository
(read only)



Reference
Cases in
Case-Base




Forwarded
Case
(Accepted)



Solution
displayed on
screen



Returned
Case
(Replied)



None



Cases under
Author
revision
Cases rejected
by Subject
Matter Experts

Reference
Cases in CaseBase
Draft Cases in
same
application
area
Draft case to
be reviewed by
Subject Matter
Expert
None

Subject Matter
Expert
 Cases under
Subject Matter
Expert revision
 Cases rejected
by Knowledge
Supervisors
 Draft cases from
Authors
 Reference, Draft
and technically
approved Cases
in same
application area




Technically
approved case to
be reviewed by
Knowledge
Supervisor
Technically
rejected case to
be sent back to
Author for
review

Knowledge
Supervisor
 Cases under
Knowledge
Supervisor
revision
 Technically
approved cases
from Subject
Matter Experts
 Reference, Draft,
technically
approved as well
as approved but
not yet published
cases in relevant
application area.
 Reference case to
be published for
end users after
next staging &
publishing
 Rejected case to
be returned back
to Subject Matter
Expert for review.

Table 1: Information and flow for typical user types in a CBR application
The authoring and review workflow should be integrated with existing content
management processed and applications within organizations. Content creators and
reviewers should not be required to use multiple applications to access and review
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their solutions and be able to track the progress (approval status) of their cases (Figure
20).

Figure 20: Status screen for authors
3.7.5 Detailed User Rights and Application Workflow Design
For each user type in an application, the functionality and data the user has available
at any state within the application will be different. To ensure that the parameters for
similarities, cut-offs, visibility, available functionality and follow up pages are set
correctly, a thorough analysis needs to be performed. Table 2 gives an overview of a
sample analysis of the availability of functions and their parameters for each user for
each page of an application. This table needs to be adapted for each application and
environment.
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End User

My Cases page

No

Author
Draft / rejected /
under approval with
approval progress

Subject
Matter Expert
newly submitted
/ draft / rejected /
under approval
with approval
progress
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Knowledge
Supervisor
newly submitted
/ draft

Search pages (switching between searches looses the information)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Free Text Query
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Guide (with top list of cases)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Expert (no weights)
Based on roles
Views
Automatic switching between searches
Yes when more than
Yes when more than
No
No
From Free Text Query to
3 cases above 100%
3 cases above 100%
Guide
Yes when more than
Yes when more than
No
No
From Expert to Guide
3 cases above 100%
3 cases above 100%
75%
70%
No
No
Similarity Cut-off
Table of results page (no icons, percentage score)
Based on roles (upper can see lower) and visibility attributes (zone, dealer code, user ID)
Visibility
5
5
5
5
Case/page
3
5
No limit
No limit
# of pages
Escalate / Case Detail
Create New
Create New
Create New
Actions from query
Case/Case Detail
Case/Case Detail
Case/Case Detail
Case Detail page
View
Actions

Admin
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

5
No limit
Create New
Case/Case
Detail

Based on roles and case status. For End-User show Vehicle Issue + Case Verification path (Test)
Escalate / accept OR
Create New
Create New
Create New
Create New
reject diagnostic path
Case/Open Case
Case/Open Case
Case/Open Case
Case/Open
(if accept go to
Case
solution page, if no
go back to result
page)
Open Case page (No Open Case page for End-User)
NA
Based on roles and case status.
View
NA
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Save Action (only his own
cases and rejected cases)
NA
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Save As Action (for
versioning)
NA
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Delete Action (only his own
cases and rejected cases)
NA
Submit for Review
Submit for
Publish/Reject
NA
Additional Actions
by Subject Matter
Review by
Expert
KS/Reject
NA
Case will not be physically deleted from the database but the status of the case will
Delete Case Handling
be set to “delete”. Client will implement a batch process to wipe those cases out of
the database on a regular basis.
Admin page
NA
NA
NA
NA
User
management /
Server
monitoring /
Links to logs.

Table 2: Sample functionality and parameter analysis
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3.7.6 Logging, Feedback and Reporting Design
In addition to the maintenance that is typical for every software application, a
case-based knowledge management system will require maintenance for each
knowledge container [RB03, RBRe01, GöRB99]. The knowledge contained in these
is an incomplete model of the real world. Whenever the real world changes, the model
in the system has to be updated. The necessity for changes in the model may either
arise from real changes in the world or from the learning effect associated with using
the case-based system.
Maintenance operations require information regarding the state of the knowledge
containers. To acquire information about the state and quality of the vocabulary as
well as interaction characteristics of the application, system logs that capture the
interaction of the end user with the system can be generated and analyzed. Depending
on the selected granularity, these logs can track every interaction of the users with the
system. The reports that are generated using this data will allow fine-tuning the
interaction and retrieval parameters and provide feedback to engineering or product
development. User feedback with respect to the systems behavior in general can
provide valuable information regarding similarity settings as well as potential
adaptation rules and vocabulary. Feedback regarding the individual cases can provide
insight into the validity and suitability of the content.
In addition to these transaction oriented reports, reports that analyze the knowledge
content and coverage of the case-base in general can be generated and used to verify
that there are no irrelevant, contradictory or redundant cases in the system.
3.7.7 System Integration
A CBR system as a knowledge management tool is never a standalone application.
The application is typically embedded or exchanges data with other applications.
Considering possible interactions and integration points with other software as early
as possible in the design process ensures that no costly re-writes are required at a later
stage. Integration may require:
 Ability to exchange information with third party tools via APIs, XML, databases
etc.
 Adherence to IT standards of the respective customer (from OS to Hardware to
J2EE, Web- and Application servers as well as custom user interface widgets)
 Ability to deploy on the “stable” software environment of the customer and the
data transfer requirements associated with this environment
 Ability to deployment in multiple languages with the same content
 Ability to deployment in a staged (development, staging, publishing) environment
with load-balancing and failover. This can be an especially critical point since
modifications to the knowledge containers of the system will occur on the
publishing server and requires a separate staging process for the knowledge
containers.
 Ability to use the database of the customer to store/access information
 And, most of all, patience in discussions with the IT department for days/weeks.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we described some of the experiences we gained while developing
commercial Case-Based Reasoning Applications. We tried to convey what we found
to be best practices, stressed the areas that we found to be different from standard
software development and pointed out typical mistakes. The successful development,
deployment and long term utilization of a CBR solution are only partially dependent
on outstanding technology and a capable development team (both of which certainly
help). To make a system a long term success, it has to be technically and
organizationally integrated in the operating environment and leverage existing
processes and data repositories. We also experienced that, among other factors, the
continued availability of subject matter experts and technical personnel, the creation
and execution of sustainable knowledge acquisition, utilization and maintenance
processes, the stability of the project team, and the continued, visible support of
business stakeholders have considerable impact on the long term success of a project.
We hope that by documenting some of the lessons we learned, we can provide
practitioners a reference that they can leverage to develop and fine-tune their own
approach.
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